De : Thomas Hirschhorn
A: yraymond; kkivland; mwitko
Sujet : today: tuesday A. + B.
Date: Me, 12 Déc 2012 1:03
dear yasmil,
dear kelly,
dear megan,
here are the A. and the B. of the day:
A.
- I meet - finally - with clyde - he invited me to attend the tenant-meeting at "forest-houses"
which takes place tomorrow (wednesday at 6pm),
I will be there and I will speak about my project to the tenants (about 30 people from the
"forest-houses" - I will keep you informed about how it was, clyde may have a person with
"street-credit" to me - I will see tomorrow,
B.
- I met with antoinette emers (who prepared very well the meeting) at "bronx river", she
invated 3 young persons, tara, isaiah and jermaine (all in different programms for youth in
"bronx river"), all three of them but also antoinette where positive about doing the "Gramsci
Monument" in "bronx river", I agreed with them that they wait until I checked with the others
(gerri, kwame, clyde) and then I plan to come back to them (end of the week), instead of one
person with "street-credit" there are 3 or 4 persons in a team working with me (norma s.
should also be in the team - after antoinette),
both meetings where positive, to even very positive - I keep working and meeting again and
again - I think we are slowly approaching the decision of the neighbourhood,
take care - take

De : Thomas Hirschhorn
A: yraymond; kkivland; mwitko
Date: Je, 13 Déc 2012 3:56
dear yasmil,
dear kelly,
dear megan,
1. the meeting with randy kennedy went well - he will follow the project,
2. kwame was very nice - he understand that "Soundview" is perhaps not the neighbourhood
chosen - he wants to be informed as he knows a lot of people in the bronx and he wants to
help when needed,
3. I missed jerri lamb today, first she was not at the meeting and when I tried to reach her at
her office it was to late - she had already left,
4. as promised from clyde I could present my project at the tennant-meeting at "Forest
Houses", I must admit that it is difficult to explain my work in 5 minutes - so nobody
understood but there was also no hostility, the president of the tenants ERIC (smart person)
was interested to know more - so, I have a meeting with him, monday 3pm in order to explain
exactly what I want to do (right after the meeting with collin),
take care - take care,
thomas

De : Thomas Hirschhorn
A: yraymond; kkivland; mwitko
Sujet : wednesday-debrief 1 - 7
Date: Je, 13 Déc 2012 23:36
dear yasmil,
dear kelly,
dear megan,
here is the wednesday-debrief:
1. the meeting with latasha nevada diggs was good and concrete, she will do a workshop, her
dates are: 1choice: 3rd july, 2nd choice: 10th july, or 3rd choice 24th july,
2. the meeting with sandi cooper was very nice, she is a happy person and as the widow of
john camett could enlight me about how the gramsci-archive at cuny cames together, we have
to keep her informed!
3. ok to get a flight-ticket from the 13th to the 21th january,
4. ok to discuss the homi bhabha issue,
5. thank you so much for the informations regarding "eric" - this is fantastic work and truly
helpful!,
6. please do not fill my schedule for tuesday afternoon,
7. I will bring you tomorrow the business-cards of the 3 "youngster" from bronx-river - for
making a contact (with all -or some- of them) on monday 5pm or on tuesday morning,
take care - take care - take care,
thomas

